We present techniques for reasoning about constructor classes that (like the monad class) fix polymorphic operations and assert polymorphic axioms. We do not require a logic with first-class type constructors, first-class polymorphism, or type quantification; instead, we rely on a domain-theoretic model of the type system in a universal domain to provide these features. These ideas are implemented in the Tycon library for the Isabelle theorem prover, which builds on the HOLCF library of domain theory. The Tycon library provides various axiomatic type constructor classes, including functors and monads. It also provides automation for instantiating those classes, and for defining further subclasses. We use the Tycon library to formalize three Haskell monad transformers: the error transformer, the writer transformer, and the resumption transformer. The error and writer transformers do not universally preserve the monad laws; however, we establish datatype invariants for each, showing that they are valid monads when viewed as abstract datatypes.
Introduction
Much Haskell code is written with equational properties in mind: Programs, libraries, and class instances may be expected to satisfy some laws, but unfortunately, there is no formal connection between programs and properties in Haskell. One way to get around this limitation is to verify our Haskell programs in an interactive proof assistant, or theorem prover. Isabelle/HOL (or simply "Isabelle") is a generic interactive theorem prover, with tools and automation for reasoning about inductive datatypes and terminating functions in higher-order logic [8] . Isabelle has an ML-like type system extended with axiomatic type classes, where users must supply proofs of class axioms in order to establish a class instance.
HOLCF is a library of domain theory for Isabelle/HOL, which supports denotational reasoning about programs written in pure functional languages [3, 7] . HOLCF provides tools for defining and working with (possibly lazy) recursive datatypes, general recursive functions, partial and infinite values, and least fixed-points.
Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). ICFP'12, September 9-15, 2012, Copenhagen, Denmark. ACM 978-1-4503-1054-3/12/09. In addition to ordinary type classes, Haskell also supports type constructor classes like Functor and Monad, which classify type constructors of kind * → * . The operations in constructor classes are often polymorphic: For example, fmap :: (Functor τ) ⇒ (α → β) → τ α → τ β is polymorphic over α and β. The functor laws (identity and composition) are also polymorphic, and we expect the laws to hold at all type instances. Formal reasoning with constructor classes thus requires support for both polymorphism and type quantification, neither of which is natively supported by Isabelle. Fortunately, we can model these features in HOLCF with the help of a universal domain type.
Deflation model of types
HOLCF provides a universal domain type U, which can represent a large class of cpos that includes all Haskell datatypes [2] . HOLCF formalizes representable domains with overloaded functions emb α :: α → U and proj α :: U → α which form an embeddingprojection pair: proj α • emb α = id α and emb α • proj α id U .
The composition proj α • emb α yields a deflation, i.e., an idempotent function below id. HOLCF defines a type D of deflations over U as a subtype of U → U. Deflations model types: Each representable domain type in HOLCF has a representation α = emb α • proj α of type D. Conversely, we can construct a representable domain from any given deflation, using its image set.
The Tycon library
The Tycon library [4] uses deflations to reason about new type system features. To model Haskell type application, we define a binary Isabelle type constructor (− · −) [5] . The right argument must be a representable domain, which models kind * . The left argument must be in a new class Tycon, which models kind * → * .
The Tycon library then defines type τ · α so that τ · α = {|τ| } α .
Haskell's Functor class fixes a function fmap ::
. However, we cannot use this type for a class function in Isabelle; the extra polymorphism over α and β is not allowed. Our solution is to replace the polymorphic fmap τ with a single, monomorphic constant fmap τ representing fmap τ U ,U . We then define the polymorphic fmap τ by coercion from fmap τ .
To coerce between any two representable domains, we use the function coerce α, β = proj β •emb α . Instances of emb and proj are defined so that coerce on datatypes coincides with mapping coerce over the elements. Similarly, coercion between function types satisfies coerce f = coerce • f • coerce.
The Isabelle formalization of class Functor also includes class axioms about fmap τ , which are sufficient to derive the polymorphic functor laws fmap id = id and fmap ( f • g) = fmap f • fmap g. (Due to space constraints, we omit the details here.)
To facilitate Functor class instances, the Tycon library provides a new user-level type definition command. Its capabilities are similar to the HOLCF Domain package [3] , and it reuses much of the same code. The difference is that it produces Tycon instances instead of ordinary representable domains. It also defines fmap and proves the identity law. (Users must prove composition.)
Users can formalize subclasses of Functor by a standard process involving naturality laws. As an example, we formalize a class FunctorPlusτ with an associative operation (+ +) :: τα → τα → τα.
As above, we define the polymorphic (+ +) by coercion from a monomorphic class function. The class axioms include a monomorphic associativity law, as well as a naturality law whose form is derived from the polymorphic type of (+ +). The naturality law holds in Haskell as a consequence of parametricity [10] . We derive polymorphic versions of the class axioms by rewriting with a set of rules about coerce. Combinations of coercions between τ · U and τ · α yield new occurrences of fmap τ ; the naturality law then helps to complete the transfer proofs.
Monad and other constructor classes are defined similarly.
Verifying monad transformers
The Tycon library can easily formalize simple Monad instances like List. It can also define Tycon instances with additional type parameters, which may be type constructors themselves. For example, we have formalized the resumption monad transformer:
data ResT τ · α = Done α | More (τ · (ResT τ · α)) (Note that although we call it a monad transformer, the class instance Monad (ResT τ) only requires τ to be a functor.)
We have also formalized the error monad transformer [6] , which composes the inner monad with an ordinary error monad.
data Error ε · α = Err ε | Ok α newtype ErrorT(ε, τ) · α = ErrorT { runET :: τ · (Error ε · α) } Unfortunately, proving an instance of Monad (ErrorT(ε, τ)) is not possible, because not all of the class axioms hold. We define the monad operations as separate constants instead. We can verify that the left unit law bind (unit a) k = k a holds, and that bind satisfies the associativity law. On the other hand, the right unit monad law bind m unit = m is not satisfied in general. Unless the inner monad τ has a strict return function, m = ErrorT (return ⊥) is a counterexample to the right unit law.
However, it turns out that it is impossible to construct the value ErrorT (return ⊥) using only the standard ErrorT operations unit, bind, throw, catch, and lift. Furthermore, we can show that for all constructible values, the monad laws do always hold. In fact, the right unit law bind m unit = m is an invariant which is preserved by all of the ErrorT operations. So when viewed as an abstract datatype, we could still consider ErrorT to be a valid monad.
A similar situation occurs when formalizing the standard Haskell writer monad transformer [6] . The monad instance fails because neither the left nor the right unit laws are preserved in general. But as before, the right unit law is an invariant which is preserved by all operations; the invariant also implies the left unit law. Thus the writer monad transformer is a valid monad when viewed as an abstract datatype.
Related work
A different domain-theoretic model of polymorphism is presented by Amadio and Curien [1] . Here, polymorphic functions are modeled as functions from types (i.e. deflations) to values. However, this model allows non-parametric polymorphic functions that depend non-trivially on the type argument.
Sozeau and Oury [9] recently developed a type class mechanism for the Coq theorem prover. Coq has a powerful dependent type system that allows reasoning about type constructors, first-class polymorphic values and type quantification. They define a monad class with laws. However, Coq's logic of total functions does not permit all the recursive definitions possible in HOLCF.
Our earlier formalization of axiomatic constructor classes [5] could express many of the same type definitions as the current work, although the classes were defined differently. Instead of naturality laws, it used a deflation membership relation x ::: d to encode polymorphic types. Some automation for the Functor and Monad classes was present, but transfer proofs for polymorphic laws were tedious, making subclass definitions impractical. Overall, the new Tycon library provides much better automation for users.
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